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Full Time Employee (FTE)
What is the purpose for measuring FTE data and how do we use it? 

How is the data is measured, timed and calculated?



What is the purpose for measuring FTE data?
Properly Staff Buildings

Labor Cleaning Cost Analysis

Cleaning Frequency Modifications
Cleaning Techniques and Procedures
Time Management

Employee and Staffing Validation



How is the data is measured, timed and calculated?
Type of Cleaning Space:
Is it an Office, Conference, Class Room or other?

Converting Architectural Space to Housekeeping (HK) Spaces 

Different Space Use Types Requires Different Cleaning Techniques

Size of Each Space:
Size Does Matter when estimating cleaning times

Cleaning Time Studies:
Each HK Space Use type needs to be measured 

Cleaning Time Studies are performed in all zones

All Times measurements must be documented 
Name of Timer, Cleaner, Date, Time, Bldg, Space ID, SF and Cleaning Times

Basic Calculations:

Let’s say for an example:
Rest Room at 1000 SF 
Takes 2 hours to Detail 1 x Week (= 120 Mins)
Takes 1 Hour to Routine 4 x Week (= 240 Mins)
120 Mins + 240 Mins = 360 Mins per Week

72 Avg. Daily Mins / 420 Daily Work Time Mins * 
= 0.17142869 Raw FTEs
Which means that Raw FTE x 40 = 6.86 hours per 
week used in this space

* Daily Work Time Mins 
Housekeeping Daily Work time = 420 (480 – 60 mins)
Two 15 Min breaks = 30 Mins
Plus 30 Mins for meetings, travel and setup & tear down time

There is an additional FTE Allowance that divides the total 
average vacation time (181) by the combined annual work 
hours per employee 2,088) which is multiplied by the Raw 
FTE which will equal the total FTE (8.669%). 



Assembling the data for FTE calculations
Architectural Room Descriptions with Square Feet:
Having a resource to pull the room types and areas is essential 

Must have the ability to export the building reports and paste in Excel 

Delineate Housekeeping space uses from Architectural descriptions 
Example: Convert “Analytical Provost Office” to “Office”

After converting to the HK space uses, group them accordingly

Add all of the square feet of each group Continuing with the Rest Room data from the previous slide.  
0.17142869 Raw FTEs x FTE Allowance fraction 8.66% (.0866) = FTE Allowance 0.0148604 

0.17142869 Raw FTEs + 0.0148604 FTE Allowance = .1862890 Total FTE

.1862890 Total FTE / 1000 SF = .0001863 FTEs per Square Foot

What is the total FTE of 2000 SF of Rest Rooms space in the surveyed building?  

.0001863 FTEs per Square Foot x 2000 = .3726 Total FTEs



Advantages of using FTE per square feet
Allows users of the data to:

Assemble FTE reports for specific projects of mixed space uses 

Compares similar space uses in other buildings

Measure cleaning frequency variations 

View the FTEs for each space use in a building



How Cleaning Frequency Effects the FTE Total
Using the Rest Room Example lets change the frequency to

One Detail Day and One Routine Day and Compare with the One Detail / Four Routines

Takes 2 hours to Detail 1 x Week (= 120 Mins)
Takes 1 Hour to Routine 1 x Week (= 60 Mins)

Detail 120 Mins + Routine 60 Mins = 180 Mins per Week

Takes 2 hours to Detail 1 x Week (= 120 Mins)
Takes 1 Hour to Routine 4 x Week (= 240 Mins)

120 Mins + 240 Mins = 360 Mins per Week

72 Avg. Daily Mins / 420 Daily Work Time Mins
= 0.17142869 Raw FTEs

36 Avg. Daily Mins / 420 Daily Work Time Mins
= .0857143 Raw FTEs

0.17142869 Raw FTEs x FTE Allowance fraction 8.66% (.0866)
= FTE Allowance 0.0148604 

.0857143 Raw FTEs x .0866 FTE Allowance Fraction
= .0931445 Total FTE 

.0931445 Total FTE / 1000 Square Feet 
= .0000931 FTEs per Square Foot

.1862890 Total FTE / 1000 SF 
= .0001863 FTEs per Square Foot

This can be very time consuming assembling different spreadsheets of the same buildings just 
modify the cleaning frequencies 



Organize the Building Data First
There should be a list of measured building spaces with room descriptions  

Find it or Create it! If you need to create go to the Blue Print Archives and start logging it onto spreadsheets

If you are logging onto 
an Architectural 
website  the data base 
may look similar to 
this page. 

Notice how detailed 
Use Descriptions 
contain too much 
information. 

This type of data layout is 
helpful but complicates 
housekeeping space 
delineation and separation 
of space uses. 

Ideally separate 
Housekeeping Space Use 
labels with their own 
columns would be ideal. 



How NCSU Housekeeping Created their Database
Fortunately we did have an Architectural database! 

The First part was translating the 
Office of University Architects 
(OUA) Room Descriptions to 
Housekeeping Space Uses. 

I created a list of Housekeeping 
Space Uses with 3 character 
acronyms codes. 

Then created drop down cells to 
align each OUA Room Description 
with the appropriate 
Housekeeping Space Use



How NCSU Housekeeping Created their Database
The next part of the process setting up the Housekeeping Space Use to trigger off of the OUA Room Description Codes 

which was only about 60% successful 

I would organize the OUA data from their server 
using their room descriptions and paste the Gross 

Square Feet (GSF) data into my spreadsheet. 

Any Housekeeping Space Uses that were incorrectly 
triggered in the assigned column had to be adjusted 

in the Space Use Corrections column  

The Cleanable SF 
column’s data was 
fortified by the 
Housekeeping Space 
Use determination 
where the CSF was 
multiplied by 1 and Non 
CSF was multiplied by 0.



Notice the number of corrections that had to made in order to create a useful 
Housekeeping Space Use list.



The Creation of a HK Space Use Application on OUA’s Facility 
Management  Interact (FMI) System 

The Need:  Delineating individual room description types from FMI was too time consuming 
and always required back tracking to fix errors in the data. Cleanable Square Feet (CSF) data 

had to be imported into the tools to calculate values. 

The Design: OUA already had a method to delineate their room descriptions on FMI 
which enabled the user to export and sort data according to the  particular needs of the 
inquiry. Housekeeping developed it’s own space use types with the associate  HK codes. 
The space use would be divided in a similar manor to create their unique departmental 

queries. 

The Implementation: Since FMI did not have a HK module one had to be developed from scratch. 
We worked together with a FMI client consultant to develop a few prototypes and ran several 

scenarios through the BETA development modules. Review the primary components of the data 
and how it should be displayed on the reports. HK determined that the best course of action was to 

utilize our the predetermined data columns used in previous models. 



How Housekeeping Spaces Uses look on FMI

Which fits very nicely into our FTE Building Data Import pages



More FMI Housekeeping Module Reports 
The OUA Comparison Report allows HK to view both the OUA room description and the HK Space Use side by side 

This view allows HK to see the total GSF and CSF of any zones 

Select one of the zones in the report above and see the GSF and CSF of any of the buildings in a zone



FMI Changing Building Zone Designations

The Housekeeping FMI 
administrator can select 
any building and change 
the zone designation. 

When building zone numbers are 
changed it has an immediate effect 
on the total GSF and CSF of the 2 
zones that were affected

This will also have an impact on the FTE totals of the zone once the system is automated We’re not there yet!



HK Space Use Codes Edit
We can create additional space use types for receipt accounts, special contractual 

projects or add space uses that may be needed on future projects. 
Add or Delete buttons 
for HK space uses

When Editing or Creating a HK Space 
Use we can call it whatever we want, 
however the space use code can only 
be 3 characters.  

The Crosshatch color is from the 
Auto CAD color wheel and will 
display the selected number that 
represents the space use type on 
the floor plan.

Cleanable or Non Cleanable select window

The ability to add, remove or edit HK 
space use codes is a valuable feature 



Comparing OUA and Housekeeping Floorplan Color Scheme Legends on FMI
OUA descriptions are labeled differently 

and common spaces like corridors, 
restrooms and stairs are omitted from the 

Assignable Total SF. 

This is a 
breakdown of the 

Housekeeping 
Space Use Types 
in FMI floor plan 
layering system. 

The legend here 
breaks down the 
space uses displayed 
on the floor plan



Cleanable Spaces on the Floor Plan

The Spaces are easily visible on the floor plan and totaled on the legend. 

Once Housekeeping has Identified all the Spaces that are Cleaned



Modification of a space use on the floor plan
When a space is selected on the floor plan, several topics about the space appear. 

Housekeeping 
Information

Includes HK Space Use 
Code, Description and 

Clean Status.

Edit space 
by clicking 
“Edit” link 
which 
opens 
window >>

Under “Occupant” is a link
to contact the user of the space 

OUA information

Building Number, Name and floor displayed

Select to update HK Space Use here 



Delineating Space Use Types to Matrix Terms
There are about 130 Housekeeping Space Uses available. 

Creating a matrix spreadsheet and graphs with 130 columns is insane!

So we combine HK space uses which have similar cleaning needs

Toilet Rooms and Rest Rooms
Corridors and Circulation

Conference Rooms and Meeting Rooms

By combining similar space uses we derive at what we call the “Cleaning Matrix Term” 

The “Cleaning Matrix Term” combines spaces that have the same cleaning techniques and frequencies 

The goal is to create 25 Daily Matrix Terms (or less) and 14 Non-Daily Matrix Terms (or less) A40 is 
“Unknown” and is used to sort remaining space use types. 



Condensing Housekeeping Space Uses to Cleaning Matrix Terms 

1 Unknown A40 (default) 

Try to visualize a spreadsheet with 130 columns of separate individual space uses

Right you can not see it because there is no way it will fit on one screen or print

The Matrix Terms will change 
depending on the type of Buildings or 

Survey the user wants to perform. 

This is why we need to condense the 130 + 
Housekeeping space uses down to a more 

manageable number of 40. 

25 Daily Cleaning Tasks

14 Non Daily Cleaning Tasks



Associating Housekeeping Space Uses with the Cleaning Matrix Terms

Cleaning Matrix Term 

25 Daily Cleaning Tasks

14 Non Daily Cleaning Tasks

All of the Cleaning Tasks (AKA: Cleaning Matrix Terms) appear in the right column 

This column has dropdown cells of all of the 
cleaning matrix terms

Housekeeping Space Uses must be matched with a matrix term



Housekeeping FMI building data is pasted into FTE calculator

Building Name, Number CSF and GSF will appear on the Building Directory Page



The Frequency Console
Provides instant FTE results when adjusting frequencies

Select the building in the survey And the FTE number will be adjusted 

The FTE Total on the top of each scenario displays the FTE count for all the buildings in the survey



Frequency Console Part 2

For the selected building And For the entire survey



Cleaning 
Matrix 
Terms

FTEs per SF
Frequencies

Linked data is 
illustrated on 
charts for analysis 
and or 
presentations



FTE Study Results 
Each Building has a FTE Total for the Selected Scenario and the Master

The FTE Study totals for the surveyed buildings

The difference between the 2 scenario totals



And for the Feature Presentation
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